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program package to the cable headend 208 and/or set top

terminal 220. The program control information signal

contains a description of the contents of the program

package. commands to be sent to the cable headend 208

5 and/or set top terminal 220. and other information relevant

to the signal transmission.

In addition to packaging the signal. the operations

center 202 employs digital compression techniques to

increase existing satellite transponder capacity by at least a

10 4:1 ratio. resulting in a four-fold increase in program delivery

capability. A number of digital compression algorithms

currently exist which can achieve the resultant increase in

capacity and improved signal quality desired for the system.

The algorithms generally use one or more of three basic

15 digital compression techniques: {1} within—frame (intraframe)

compression. (2) frame-to-frame (interframe) compression,

and (3) within carrier compression. Specifically. in the

preferred embodiment. the MPEG 2 compression method is

used. After digital compression. the signals are combined

20 (multiplexed) and encoded. The combined signal is

subsequently transmitted to various uplink sites 204.

There may be a single uplink site 204 or multiple

uplink sites (represented by 204'. shown in phantom in

Figure 1) for each operation center 202. The uplink sites

25 204 may either be located in the same geographical place or
may be located remotely from the operations center 202.

Once the composite signal is transmitted to the uplink sites

204. the signal may be multiplexed with other signals.

modulated. upconverted and amplified for transmission over

30 satellite. Multiple cable headends 208 may receive such
transmissions.
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In addition to multiple uplinks. the delivery system 200

may also contain multiple operations centers. The preferred

method for using multiple operations centers is to designate

one of the operations centers as a master operations center

5 and to designate the remaining operations centers as slave

operations centers. ln this configuration. the master

operations center coordinates various functions among the

slave operations centers such as synchronization of

simultaneous transmissions and distributes the operations
10 workload efficiently.

4. gable Heagleng

After the operations center 202 has compressed and

encoded the program signals and transmitted the signals to

the satellite. the cable headend 208 receives and further

15 processes the signals before they are relayed to each set top

terminal 220. Each cable headend site is generally equipped

with multiple satellite receiver dishes. Each dish is capable

of handling multiple transponder signals from a single

satellite and sometimes from multiple satellites.

20 With reference to Figure 3. as an intermediary between

the set top terminals 220 and the operations center 202 and

master control uplink site 211 (or other remote site). the

cable headend 208 performs two primary functions. First.

the cable headend 208 acts as a distribution center. or signal

25 processor. by relaying the program signal to the set top

terminal 220 in each subscriber's home. In addition. the

cable headend 208 acts as a network controller 214 by

receiving information from each set top terminal 220 and

passing such information on to an information gathering site

30 such as the operations center 202.

Figure 3 shows an embodiment where the cable

headend 208 and the subscriber's home are linked by certain
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communications media 216. In this particular embodiment.

analog signals. digitally compressed signals. other digital

signals and up-stream/interactivity signals are sent and

received over the media 216. The cable headend 208

5 provides such signaling capabilities in its dual roles as a signal

processor 209 and network controller 214.

As a signal processor 209. the cable headend 208

prepares the program signals that are received by the cable

headend 208 for transmission to each set top terminal 220.

10 In the preferred system. the signal processor 209 re-routes

or demultiplexes and recombines the signals and digital

information received from the operations center 202 and

allocates different portions of the signal to different

frequency ranges. Cable headends 208 which offer different

15 subscribers different program offerings may allocate the

program signals from the operations center 202 in various

manners to accommodate different viewers. The signal

processor 209 may also incorporate local programming

and/or local advertisements into the program signal and

20 forward the revised signal to the set top terminals 220. To

accommodate this local programming availability, the signal

processor 209 must combine the local signal in digital or

analog form with the operations center program signals. If

the local cable system uses a compression standard that is

25 different than the one used by the operations center 202. the

signal processor 209 must also decompress and recompress

incoming signals so they may be properly formatted for

transmission to the set top terminals 220. This process

becomes less important as standards develop (i.e.. MPEG 2).

30 in addition. the signal processor 209 performs any necessary

signal decryption and/or encryption.
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As a network controller 214. the cable headend 208

performs the system control functions for the system. The

primary function of the network controller 214 is to manage

the configuration of the set top terminals 220 and process

5 signals received from the set top terminals 220. In the

preferred embodiment. the network controller 214

monitors. among other things. automatic poll-back responses

from the set top terminals 220 remotely located at each

subscribers‘ home. The polling and automatic report—back

10 cycle occurs frequently enough to. allow the network

controller 214 to maintain accurate account and billing
information as well as monitor authorized channel access. In

the simplest embodiment. information to be sent to the

network controller 214 will be stored in RAM within each

15 subscriber's set top terminal 220 and wfll be retrieved only

upon polling by the network controller 214. Retrieval may.

for example. occur on a daily. weekly or monthly basis. The

network controller 214 allows the system to maintain

complete information on all programs watched using a
20 particular set top terminal 220.

The network controller 214 is also able to respond to

the immediate needs of a set top terminal 220 by modifying a

program control information signal received from the

operations center 202. Therefore. the network controller

25 214 enables the delivery system to adapt to the specific

requirements of individual set top terminals 220 when the

requirements cannot be provided to the operations center

202 in advance. In other words. the network controller 214

is able to perform “on the fly programming’ changes. With

30 this capability. the network controller 214 can handle

sophisticated local programming needs such as. for example.

interactive television services. split screen video. and
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selection of different foreign languages for the same video. In

addition. the network controller 214 controls and monitors

all compressors and decompressors in the system.

The delivery system 200 and digital compression of the

5 preferred embodiment provides a one-way path from the

operations center 202 to the cable headend 208. Status and

billing information is sent from the set top terminal 220 to

the network controller 214 at the cable headend 208 and not

directly to the operations center 202. Thus. program

10 monitoring and selection control will take place only at the

cable headend 208 by the local cable company and its

decentralized network controllers 214 (i.e.. decentralized

relative to the operations center 202. which is central to the

program delivery system 200]. The local cable company will

15 in turn be in communication with the operations center 202

or a regional control center (not shown) which accumulates

return data from the set top terminal 220 for statistical or

billing purposes. In alternative system embodiments. the

operations center 202 and the statistical and billing sites are

20 collocated. Further. telephone lines with modems are used

to transfer information from the set top terminal 220 to the

statistical and billing sites.

5. Set Top Terminal

The set top terminal 220 is the portion of the delivery

25 system 200 that resides in the home of a subscriber. The set

top terminal 220 is usually located above or below the

subscriber's television. but it may be placed anywhere in or

near the subscriber's home as long as it is within the range of

the subscriber's remote control device 900. In some aspects.

30 the set top terminal 220 may resemble converter boxes

already used by many cable systems. For instance. each set

top terminal 220 may include a variety of error detection.
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